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Abstract

This paper uses the Bibliothecae novae Tigurinorum, the donors’ register of the Zurich Bürgerbibliothek (‘citizens’ library’), to explore how the collection of the city’s first public library developed in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The donors’ register records over 3,000 gifts from some 900 local and foreign benefactors between 1629, the year of the library’s founding, and 1769. Unlike a standard library or auction catalogue, the donors’ register allows us to observe engagement with the Bürgerbibliothek over time and reveals that, while a remarkable influx of patrons in the first decade of the library’s existence secured its position in the cultural and intellectual fabric of Zurich society, interest in the institution dropped significantly by the end of the seventeenth century. Nevertheless, the Bürgerbibliothek’s consistent growth across the period attests to the popularity of the library and its accessible collection as well as its benefactors’ belief in the reciprocal value of patronizing this new type of civic institution.
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Introduction

On the evening of 6 February 1629, Heinrich Müller, Johann Ulrich Ulrich, and the brothers Johann Balthasar and Felix Keller, four recent graduates of the Zurich Carolinum, the institute of advanced theological education in the city, met for dinner at the home of their former professor Heinrich Ulrich to celebrate the students’ returns from their respective postgraduate trips abroad.¹ At some point in the night, according to Professor Ulrich’s version of events, the group arrived at the topic of the books the students had acquired on their visits to the continent’s many renowned universities and centres of higher learning and their desire to trade them with each other. This prompted Heinrich Müller to suggest establishing a library in their hometown of Zurich in the mould of some of the impressive libraries he had encountered on his travels through England, France, and Italy.² Müller’s library would be open to all citizens of and visitors to Zurich and allow them access to the brand of knowledge that was being dispensed at the Carolinum without enrolling in its courses.³ This proposal was met with immediate approval from the rest of the group and, the very next day, Müller pledged his copies of the Zurich Reformation printer Christoph Froschauer’s German-language Old and New Testaments to this cause.⁴ Thus, the Bibliotheca Tigurinorum civica, commonly referred to as the Bürgerbibliothek Zürich, was born.

This, at least, was the narrative presented by Professor Heinrich Ulrich in a pair of pamphlets, one in Latin and one in German, written and printed in Zurich in 1629 to advertise the library project.⁵ Ulrich praises the young founders’ zeal for education before arguing that public libraries were integral to the fostering of a culture of scientific and theological inquiry in urban centres and could also help with the preservation and propagation of the Reformed faith, which, a decade into the Thirty Years’ War and only a few years removed from the Catholic League’s sacking of Heidelberg’s renowned Bibliotheca Palatina, appeared more vulnerable than ever before.⁶ Ulrich therefore now called on all ‘highly and well-learned
gentlemen, of clerical and secular status… and every learned person in the city and
countryside of Zurich’ to contribute to the literary project with material or monetary gifts.\textsuperscript{7}

Ulrich also claimed, critically, that all would-be donors would have their acts memorialised
in a written register.\textsuperscript{8}

The \textit{Bibliothecae novae Tigurinorum}, a 762-page register of donors and their
donations to the \textit{Bürgerbibliothek} between 1629 and 1769, is Ulrich’s promise made good.\textsuperscript{9}
The register is divided into two sections: the former, organised chronologically, deals with
gifts from visiting benefactors while the latter, longer portion covers citizen donors and is
arranged alphabetically by last name, with entries from the same family arranged under the
clan’s hand-drawn, coloured-in coat of arms, ensuring the librarians avoided bruising any
egotos while elevating the contributions of entire lineages and, more practically, allowing space
for the register to expand over a century and a half.

This paper will explore the nuances of public library building and patronage in early
modern Zurich through the lens of the \textit{Bibliothecae novae Tigurinorum} and the actions of its
curators and donors. Unlike a standard library or auction catalogue, which reflect a collection
of books at a given moment in time, a donors’ register allows us to observe the gradual
expansion of a library over an extended period. This paper will highlight some of the larger
patterns of donors and donations on display in the register and, with them, how the public’s
engagement with the institution changed over the \textit{longue durée}. I will also analyse the subject
matter and bibliographic details of the items that entered the \textit{Bürgerbibliothek}, revealing the
form and function its administrators and patrons envisioned their new public library as taking
on at various moments in the early modern era.

All told, the image that we are left with is one of immediate and enthusiastic growth,
with scores of donations arriving from within and without the city of Zurich, followed by
decades of gradual expansion in which the grandiose gifts of folios bequeathed by visiting
dignitaries were replaced by less impressive but decidedly more popular and practical works of contemporary literature provided by local readers. Despite this drop in international interest, however, the Zurich Bürgerbibliothek managed to survive until the early twentieth century, at which point it was amalgated with other similar institutions in the city to form the Zurich Zentralbibliothek as we know it today. This paper will argue that the seeds for this type of institutional staying power were sown centuries earlier, as the donors and curators of the Bürgerbibliothek laboured to establish the public library as both an accessible literary resource and a symbol of Zurich’s civic heritage in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

The Bürgerbibliothek in Zurich Intellectual Society

The Bürgerbibliothek was not the first institutional library in Zurich, but it was certainly the first widely accessible, purpose-built resource of its kind in both the city and the Swiss Confederacy as a whole.¹⁰ The library’s founding statutes, which survive in Latin and in German, ask that library administrators and patrons show ‘care and diligence’ in their engagement with the Bürgerbibliothek ‘for the benefit of the churches and the Fatherland, through the furtherance of sound doctrine and God’s word’. All citizens who desired to borrow books could do so in return for a deposit of ten guilders or a ‘tribute’ (’Berehrung’) of equivalent value. Even foreigners who were living in Zurich were allowed to borrow books from the Bürgerbibliothek, although they were required to pay a fee of five guilders or the approximate value of the item.¹¹ Ignoring the exceptions inherent to early modern European concepts of citizenship, the Bürgerbibliothek, with its focus on accessibility and the civic education, was truly the first public library in the city of Zurich.
FIGURE 1: The titlepage of the Bibliothecae novae Tigurinorum (ZBZ, Ms Arch St 22)
The development of the Zurich city library in the early 1630s inspired similar projects across the Protestant Swiss lands. In August 1631, the nobleman Jakob von Graviseth donated a portrait of his godfather, the French bibliophile Jacques Bongars, to the Bürgerbibliothek. Less than a year later, as thanks for having granted him citizenship, Graviseth donated Bongars’ collection of over 3,000 volumes to the city of Bern to form the basis of a public library. A Stadtbibliothek would open in Schaffhausen in 1636, while the music college (‘Musikkollegium’) in Winterthur, located only twenty kilometres northeast of Zurich, would inaugurate a citizens’ library in their town in 1660. Although it had its imitators, however, the rate at which Zurich Bürgerbibliothek expanded in the decades after its founding was unmatched in the Swiss Confederacy: compare the 3,662 volumes the Winterthur public library recorded in 1755, nearly a century after its founding, to the 4,793 held by the Zurich Bürgerbibliothek only 35 years after it opened its doors.

**Local Donors to the Bürgerbibliothek**

The Bürgerbibliothek benefited from the consistent support of members of the Zurich elite throughout the seventeenth century, attesting to the perceived necessity of a public library in the city and the value Zurich’s political, spiritual, and intellectual leaders placed on patronizing such an institution. The Bibliothekgesellschaft (‘library society’, the centre’s administrative board) could also serve as a springboard to a more prestigious post. Johann Jakob Ulrich, the son of Professor Heinrich Ulrich, after working as the library’s first secretary, would go on to become deacon of the Fraumünster and a professor at the Carolinum in 1630 before being named Antistes, the highest ecclesiastical office in the city, in 1646.

The Bürgerbibliothek was a cradle of elite patronage from its earliest days. The donors’ register records six donations to the city library in February 1629. Most of these
came from the Bürgerbibliothek’s founders and their kin, all members of Zurich high society: Heinrich Müller and his father, the city treasurer, under whose name the donation of the Froschauer Bibles is recorded; Felix Keller, the first author of the donation register and the son of a city councillor and rural Vogt (reeve, bailiff); Johann Ulrich Ulrich, also the son of a city magistrate, and the clergyman Johann Jakob Ulrich, Johann Ulrich’s cousin and the son of the founders’ esteemed professor. The single largest donation of the month, some 25 volumes, came from the Zurich literary star Johannes Wilhelm Simmler, pointing to just how quickly word of the library spread amongst the city social and intellectual elite. The following month was no different, as the library received donations from, among others, the professor Hans Jakob Wolf and the Hauptmann (military captain) Johann Wilhelm Stapfer, who also donated to the library in March 1629. Both men would serve on the library’s inaugural Bibliothekgesellschaft under the direction of Heinrich Müller, attesting to the direct participation of a diverse range of bourgeois professionals in the development of the Bürgerbibliothek. Almost all of the roughly 700 Zurich citizens who patronised the library...
between 1629 and 1769 belonged to the city’s upper crust, ranging from clergymen, guild leaders and merchants to academics and military men, whose gifts to the Bürgerbibliothek served to reinforce their status and involvement in Zurich public life.

The city magistracy also provided logistical assistance to the Bürgerbibliothek. The immediate administration of the library was the responsibility of the Bibliothekgesellschaft, a mix of secular and ecclesiastical leaders, which reported in extenuating circumstances to the city council, specifically to the city treasurer and the Obmann (‘chairman’) of the cloisters, the two highest positions in the government after the mayors. At the beginning of the 1630s, the magistracy granted the library permission to move into what would become its permanent home in the Wasserkirche, a thirteenth-century church on the edge of the Limmat that sat only a stone’s throw from both the Grossmünster and the town hall, confirming the institution’s integration into the fabric of Zurich public life. This was underscored by the donation of a new set of stained-glass windows in the Wasserkirche by councillors and guilds bearing each official’s coat of arms as well as the transfer of the entire book collection of the city hall, consisting of some seventy volumes, to the Bürgerbibliothek in 1630. The Bibliotheca Thuricensium Publica opened its doors to the public in its new home on New Year’s Day 1634 with a collection of at least 1,500 volumes; that the library was able to achieve this in just five years is a testament to the enthusiastic and active support of local elites and the city government.

The staying power of the Bürgerbibliothek in the political and cultural imagination of the wider Zurich citizenry is evidenced by several patterns of donations that we can observe across the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Donating to the Bürgerbibliothek rapidly emerged as a practice to be replicated by members of the same family, often across multiple generations. The internal structure of the locals’ section of the Bibliothecae novae Tigurinorum is designed to account for as much. Entries are organised alphabetically by last
name and grouped by family under hand-drawn and coloured coats of arms. Two of Zurich’s most prolific donating dynasties were the twin branches of the bourgeois Escher family, who respectively produced some 20 and 28 benefactors to the Bürgerbibliothek between 1629 and 1765. Three generations of the family of one Thomas Müller donated to the Bürgerbibliothek between 1633 and 1685, while the 1635 donation of the brothers Jakob, Josef, and Daniel Orelli was later followed by contributions from Daniel’s sons Georg and Daniel in the 1660s and 1680s, and Georg’s son, also Daniel, between 1681 and 1711.

While in most cases, the exact reasons donors had for sending gifts to the Bürgerbibliothek were not named, we find several instances where donations can be understood to coincide with important dates or milestones in a benefactor’s life. It was common practice, for one, to donate to the Bürgerbibliothek on New Year’s Day or Berchtold’s Day (2 January), which were both civic holidays, as an expression of appreciation to the city library. Individuals could also donate to the library to celebrate professional appointments. Hans Jakob Haab sent gifts to the Bürgerbibliothek to celebrate a handful of career moves, such as his appointment as library Consiliarius, his accession to the Grosser Rat in 1631, and following his nominations as Stetrichter (city judge), Amtmann (bailiff) of Rüti in 1634, and Baumeister (‘master builder’) in 1653.

Many citizens also made contributions to the Bürgerbibliothek upon their death. Occasionally, gifts were given in memory of or in the name of the departed by their widows or heirs. Exceptionally, in 1683, councilman Diethelm Hirzel donated 200 Pfund to the library as an ‘Andenken’ (‘remembrance’) for his late brother-in-law, Friedrich Keller. Contrary to most donations recorded in the donors’ register, legacies were almost always cash gifts and ranged from the 50 Pfund left by the heirs of the dyer Hans Jakob Schaufelberger in 1693 to the 500 Pfund by the library’s principal founder Heinrich Müller in the 1660s. The donation register provides a single clue as to how this money was spent. In
1676 the printer Hans Jakob Bodmer the Younger, the son and successor of Hans Jakob and Dorothea Pestalozzi, bequeathed 100 Gulden to the Bürgerbibliothek, which the register notes was used on 21 August to purchase an array of 27 books, including two printed as far afield as Lund and Uppsala in Sweden.29

**Gifts from Abroad**

The Bibliotheca novae Tigurinorum records over 200 donations made by foreign benefactors from across Europe between 1629 and 1769. More foreigners than locals donated to the Bürgerbibliothek in its first year of operation, while over eighty non-citizens contributed to the library between 1629 and 1639, representing the single highest number of external contributions to the Bürgerbibliothek in a single decade over the period recorded by the donors’ register. The presence of these cross-continental elites in the Bürgerbibliothek’s register points to the emergence of a consensus opinion of the public library as a civic building project worthy of the same material and symbolic patronage a visiting dignitary might have paid to other local religious or political institutions.

Some of these earliest donors were foreigners already living and working in the city of Zurich, who would have seen their contributions to the library as a means of participating in local civic life and giving back to their adopted home. Vincenzo Paravicino, a religious refugee from the Grisons serving as pastor to the Italian congregation in Zurich, was the first non-citizen to donate to the Bürgerbibliothek, gifting the library his own printed Italian translation of a collection of polemics by the popular Huguenot controversialist Charles Drelincourt and a French-Latin dictionary.30

The Bürgerbibliothek was also the beneficiary of gifts from individuals with less fixed ties to the city of Zurich, whose donations to the public library served to strengthen diplomatic, military, or mercantile relationships with the city and its rulers. One of the most
prominent benefactors in this category is the Huguenot nobleman and military leader Henri de Rohan, who served as general of the allied Protestant forces in the alpine Valtellina in the Thirty Years War. In September 1632, Rohan gifted a Hebrew manuscript Bible to the Bürgerbibliothek, sending it to Zurich with his quartermaster Jacques Dupuy, who himself donated a complementary rabbinical commentary. In a letter to the library secretary, Rohan extends his best wishes for the success of this project destined ‘for the public good’ (‘au bien public’). Rohan’s words underscore the gift’s dual function as a fulfilment of patronage obligations as well as a genuine recognition of the practical benefits a public library was seen as having for the further education of the learned elite. Rohan’s actions are mirrored by donations from diplomats and merchants from England, Venice, the Low Countries, Sweden and the French Huguenot territories, whose presence in Zurich and in the pages of the Bibliothecae novae Tigurinorum represent likeminded expressions of political and economic support.

FIGURE 3: Foreign Donations to the Bürgerbibliothek per Decade, 1629-1769.
Tracking the quantity of foreign donations to the Bürgerbibliothek illustrates how this civic building project gradually lost its international lustre in the decades after its founding. Only ten contributions from non-citizens are recorded in the first decade of the 1700s compared to roughly 36 in the 1670s and 16 in the 1690s, while a mere six donations occurred between 1710 and 1769, with the last of these taking place over twenty years apart. This decline must have been tangible to the compilers of the Bibliothecae novae Tigurinorum. The last foreign donation to the library came in 1769 from Jakob Fels, mayor of the nearby Bavarian city of Lindau on Lake Constance and was completed ‘through the mediation’ (‘durch Vermittlung’) of Johann Heinrich Schinz, head of the Zurich salt trade; a far cry from the great Venetian and Dutch merchants, English nobles, and Huguenot commanders who patronised the city and its library in the preceding century. The section of foreign donors was organised chronologically and not alphabetically, unlike the one dedicated to the contributions of local patrons, making this drop-off all the more evident. This section was also accompanied by an index, implying that the number of gifts by foreign donors was understood to be finite and thus manageable. At the same time, the index allowed visitors to the library, citizens or otherwise, to survey the names of the great European diplomats who helped build up the local library in its formative years and thus served as a valuable testament to the prestige and patronage once afforded to the city of Zurich and its civic building projects.

In the Stacks: The Development of the Bürgerbibliothek’s Collection of Books in the 1630s and 1680s

The book collection of the Zurich city library developed over the course of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries thanks almost exclusively to the Bürgerbibliothek’s solicitation of private donors. The Bibliothekgesellschaft tended to avoid purchasing private libraries or
estates outright, as was common practice amongst, for example, the Dutch municipal library builders of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The Bürgerbibliothek considered purchasing the library of the learned Amerbach family in Basel in 1650 and again in 1660 as well as the estate of Hans Heinrich Heidegger at the turn of the eighteenth century before backing down on each occasion. In spite of this, the Bürgerbibliothek expanded at an exponential rate in the first decades after its founding, reaching a landmark 6,612 volumes in 1683.

This growth demanded a major reconsideration of how the library housed its books. Since its move into the riverside Wasserkirche, the Bürgerbibliothek’s holdings had only occupied the building’s top balcony, with the lower atrium kept empty for the occasional Hochschule disputation, lecture or examination. This would change in 1675, when, after securing the permission of the city council, the pews of the Wasserkirche auditorium were transferred to the Grossmünster, the upper chamber reconfigured into a showroom for the Bürgerbibliothek’s non-bibliographic collection of curiosities, and the lower chamber finally converted into a proper library and reading room, complete with a set of ceiling-high bookcases organised by subject and tables that gave patrons the unprecedented experience of consulting books on the spot. A subject index was drafted in May 1683 which describes how the library’s holdings were categorised and how many volumes were held on each shelf. The refurbished Bürgerbibliothek opened its doors to the public on Pentecost 1677.

The Bürgerbibliothek’s sustained growth through the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries points to its consistent use by the citizens of Zurich as an intellectual resource. The library’s reliance on private donations, however, worked in many ways against guaranteeing this result, since the Bibliothekgesellschaft, besides selling duplicates, would have had little say in what kinds of books it was acquiring from benefactors, especially in the library’s earliest days. This section will compare details of the editions acquired by Bürgerbibliothek
in the first and fifth decades after its inauguration, evidencing how the Bibliothekgesellschaft and their patrons each worked to shape the library’s collections according to their own tastes and concerns in the years following its founding.

FIGURE 4: Distribution of Books in the Bürgerbibliothek by Subject, May 1683.

*Place of Printing and the Cultivation of Turicensia*

Comparing the bibliographic details of the volumes that arrived in the 1630s and fifty years later reveals what types of books donors qualified as worthy of gifting to the Bürgerbibliothek and the character they envisioned for the library to take on, as well as how these ideas changed over time. This data also shows how the learned elite of Zurich interacted with the wider European book trade. Most texts that arrived in the
*Bürgerbibliothek* in the 1630s and 1680s were printed in Zurich, followed closely in both instances by Basel, the traditional Humanist literary emporium of the Swiss Confederacy located less than 100 kilometres away and a perpetual confessional, mercantile, and political ally to Zurich. In the 1630s, the established print centres of Venice, a regular trade partner which lay just south of the Alps and Frankfurt am Main, easily accessible on the Rhine by way of Basel, came in third and fourth place, respectively, while a large number of the books that arrived in the library in the 1680s were printed in Amsterdam, by this point one of the most prolific book-producing cities in the world.\(^43\)

The strong showing of Zurich imprints in the city library comes as no surprise. Most of the donors to the library were from Zurich themselves and while books from faraway London or Leiden might have impressed with the distance they travelled, it would have been simpler and more cost effective for local benefactors to source titles from their own city. While it never reached the same levels of production it achieved during the Reformation, the Zurich printing industry remained competitive throughout the seventeenth century, with around fourteen different printing enterprises active in the town between the founding of the city library in 1629 and 1699.\(^44\) At least half of these made donations to the *Bürgerbibliothek*, including the goldsmith-turned-printer Hans Jakob Bodmer, whose 1629 bequest of over 75 volumes, all printed in his workshop, represents the single largest donation received by the library from an individual donor over the period covered by the register.\(^45\) The printer Michael Schaufelberger sent one of his books to the *Bürgerbibliothek* on every New Year’s Day from 1666 to 1673, taking advantage of the *Bürgerbibliothek*’s capacity for preserving and popularizing his own handiwork while participating in one of the cultural traditions that surrounded patronizing the city library.\(^46\)

Maintaining local representation in the stacks was also a matter of civic pride for the people of Zurich. The 1683 subject index reveals the library kept two bookcases that held
over five hundred works of ‘Scriptores Tigurani’, also known as Turicensia, or writings by Zurich authors. The Bürgerbibliothek was founded with the goal of promoting and protecting the scholarly heritage of Zurich, a duty it fulfilled in part by displaying its local holdings in such a deliberate manner, physically laying out evidence of Zurich’s past and present strength as an intellectual centre. In 1678, a pamphlet of desiderata was printed and circulated amongst the citizenry, listing which works by Zurich authors the library had yet to acquire and promising a reward to whoever brought their copies forward.\textsuperscript{47} That same year, the city council legislated that all Zurich authors and printers were required to hand copies of their new titles to the Bürgerbibliothek as they were released and at their own expense, whether printed domestically or abroad.\textsuperscript{48} The donors’ register of the Bürgerbibliothek shows that these programmes were at least partially effective, even if we cannot observe a tangible spike in donation rates. Already in 1678, the city physician Jakob Ziegler donated two texts by his father of the same name that were explicitly named in the pamphlet. One year later, Johann Heinrich Fries, who had already patronised the library in 1675 and 1678, donated a lost book by Konrad Huser.\textsuperscript{49} In 1680, the pastor Leonhard Engeler donated nine books by various authors from the library of his late father, all of which had been named as desiderata.\textsuperscript{50} This decree was renewed in 1692 and 1728, suggesting that any signs of initial enthusiasm might not have been sustained beyond the 1680s.\textsuperscript{51}

\textit{Age and Format}

The age and format of the books gifted to the library further speak as to how they were valued by their donors and the library builders of seventeenth-century Zurich. Most books that entered the Bürgerbibliothek in the 1630s were produced after 1600, with a considerable number from the last decades of the sixteenth century as well, while most donations in the 1680s were printed that same decade. The Bürgerbibliothek was thus always equipped with
the latest literature, keeping the learned citizens of Zurich up to date with the most recent advances in a variety of fields. There were, of course, exceptions. The donors’ register often explicitly noted when it received books printed at the workshops of Aldus Manutius, the Estienne family and local stalwart Christoph Froschauer, pointing to the prestige associated with these historic masters of their craft.

This is not to say that older books did not find their way to the Bürgerbibliothek. Hundreds of books from the first half of the sixteenth century and over fifty incunabula were donated to the library in the 1630s, including dozens of fifteenth-century Venetian and Lyonnaise legal texts from the Zurich town hall, a German legendary printed in Bad Urach in 1481 and a 1477 German-language Günther Zainer Bible printed in Augsburg. By contrast, the 1680s only saw five books donated from the entire sixteenth century, all produced after 1575, and one incunable, Eberhard Schleusinger’s 1472 Tractatus de Cometis, which only came to the library as part of Leonhard Engeler’s exchange of desiderata. This reflects the library’s inability to attract more impressive individual donations fifty years after it opened as well as a general lack of access to older books in Zurich two hundred years removed from the invention of moveable type.

Format is another category which speaks to the value of a book and how it might be displayed in the Bürgerbibliothek. Most of the books donated to the library in the 1630s were folios, of which there were over five hundred volumes, followed by some four hundred octavos and just over three hundred quartoos. A mere fifty duodecimos arrived at the library in this decade, many as part of the May 1630 donation of military man Hans Grebel, who gifted twenty duodecimo histories of various European states, all printed in Leiden by the Elzeviers between 1626 and 1632.

Contrastingly, only twenty folios arrived at the Bürgerbibliothek in the 1680s, compared to over fifty octavos, around forty duodecimos, and a similar number of quartoos.
Folios, while impressive both in size and in form, were more expensive to produce than their smaller counterparts. Consequently, over three times more quartos were printed than folios in Europe since the invention of moveable type and represented the most popular option for printers in the seventeenth century. In Zurich, too, the quarto and the octavo reigned supreme and were both respectively produced at over four times the rate of folios. The Universal Short Title Catalogue records only a single folio as having been printed in the city in the 1630s, a full Zurich Bible produced by Dorothea Pestalozzi, the widow of Hans Jakob Bodmer, in 1638.

Yet, as expensive as they might have been to purchase or produce, the folio ultimately made for a much more impressive gift than a quarto or octavo. Imposing in size and often illustrated, the folio would have been the first choice of any learned donor who wanted to make a name for themself in Zürcher patronage circles, especially in the 1630s, when the new civic library was first getting off the ground and enthusiasm for the project was still fresh. Notable gifts of folios from this era include a fully coloured first edition of Conrad Gessner’s *Historia animalium* in four volumes, arriving in the Bürgerbibliothek as part of the city hall library transfer along with scores of legal incunabula, most of which were also in folio. The brothers Orelli donated a dozen recent Italian architectural folios in 1635, all of which would have included intricate graphics and diagrams. The donors’ register gives us a hint of the monetary value of such volumes. On 5 April 1680, the merchant Hans Georg Orelli donated eleven folio volumes of master cartographer Jan Jansson’s *Novus atlas*, which the register notes was worth 200 Gulden, equivalent to just under half the average annual household income in the atlas’ native Amsterdam. The sheer number of folio volumes the library received in its first decade is another reminder of the initial hold it had over its patrons, who enthusiastically lavished expensive and visually impressive books on the new civic building
project, while the relative lack of such volumes only fifty years later points to how quickly this excitement wore off.

Subject Matter

The May 1683 subject index of the library’s holdings shows which types of knowledge the Bürgerbibliothek had accumulated in the fifty years since it opened and how different books were valued, organised, and displayed in the library space. The twenty-five new bookshelves hugged the walls of the former choir of the Wasserkirche and formed a ring around the reading room. The placement of the bookcases was deliberate. The two first cases sat at the back of the choir but faced the entrance of the hall and were thus the first a visitor would see upon arrival. These held numerous rare and valuable editions of the Bible and were followed to the right by a shelf of biblical commentaries and concordances, one of works by the Church Fathers, and two shelves of Reformed theology. The next shelves were dedicated to Lutheran and Catholic theology, followed by two of juridical writings and four historical-political shelves for works of history, politics and political history, ecclesiastical and ‘profane’ history, and genealogies and emblem books, respectively. After these were shelves for mathematics, manuscripts, Greek and Roman poetry, orations and philology, ‘Orientalist’ literature, and two shelves for medicine, physics, and natural history. The circle was closed by two bookcases of Turicensia, which would have also been located at the back of the hall and thus in a visitor’s immediate line of sight.58

The 1683 index also notes the number of volumes held on each shelf, enabling us to plot the distribution of books by subject in the Bürgerbibliothek in the last decades of the seventeenth century and chart the development of the library’s holdings over its first fifty years. As might be expected, the largest proportion of books housed in the Bürgerbibliothek in the 1630s and the 1680s were works of Reformed theology. These were complemented by
a strong showing of Lutheran and even Catholic writers in line with contemporary library building tastes aimed at achieving a collection of universal knowledge as prescribed, most notably, by Gabriel Naudé in his *Advis pour dresser une bibliothèque*, which appeared only two years before work started on the Zurich public library. Indeed, by 1683, the *Bürgerbibliothek* had accumulated enough books of Lutheran theology to fill an entire shelf, while Catholic writings were spread over two.

The academic disciplines of ‘physics’ and law are each given multiple shelves in the library’s 1683 classification system. Like theology, the young men of Zurich would have also encountered the natural sciences at the Carolinum, where a professorship in ‘physics’, which encompassed mathematics and natural history as well as ethics, had existed since the great naturalist Conrad Gessner first held the post in the 1540s, although prospective practitioners would have still required further education only attainable outside Zurich to be allowed to work. The same was true of any would-be lawyers and jurists.

Accordingly, most donations in these genres were gifted by individuals with professional associations to the subject. In 1632, the physician Jakob Ziegler donated two of Conrad Gessner’s biological texts and later gifted his own treatise on fermentation and decomposition after it was published in Basel in 1647, as well as printed medical disputations in which he had participated during his university days in Basel and Königsberg. Scientific instruments were also given to the library. In the 1630s alone, the library’s museum of curiosities received a globe, a sundial, and a French instrument for surveying land mounted on a tripod. Likewise, the *Bürgerbibliothek* acquired most of its juridical literature from individuals like the Genevan jurist Jacques Godefroy (1636) or the Padua-trained lawyer and city councillor Hans Caspar Hirzel (1642). Most of the *Bürgerbibliothek*’s legal holdings actually came from the library of the Zurich city hall, which was transferred *en bloc* to the *Bürgerbibliothek* in May 1630. Although these types of literature would have ultimately
appealed to a far more limited demographic than popular theological works, we nonetheless find a considerable number of them in the library of a town where matriculating as a medical doctor or lawyer was impossible, pointing to the enthusiasm with which these professionals sought to share the specialized knowledge they had accumulated over the course of their practice.

According to the 1683 index, the Bürgerbibliothek dedicated four shelves to broadly ‘historical’ subgenres, which together held over 1,100 volumes, or close to one fifth of the library’s total holdings. This influx of new literature in the humanities reflects a growing popular interest in these up-and-coming genres on the eve of the Enlightenment. In the late 1670s, a handful of recent Carolinum graduates founded the Collegium Insulanum, a literary society whose members would meet every Tuesday on the upper floor of the Wasserkirche to give lectures in Latin or any of the vernacular languages of the Swiss Confederacy on medical, scientific, philosophical, political, or archaeological topics of the presenter’s choice.63

Most, if not all members of the Bürgerbibliothek’s literary societies served on the Bibliotheksgesellschaft at some point and patronised the city library throughout their political and intellectual careers, with their donations often complementing the content of their lectures. Hans Heinrich Rahn, a founding member of the Collegium Insulanum, delivered a talk on foreign policy of the Swiss Confederacy; Rahn would also donate close to two dozen titles to the Bürgerbibliothek over a period fifty years, including his own chronicle of the Swiss Confederacy.64 Christoph Werdmüller spoke to the Collegium Insulanum on changes to the military regiment in Zurich; in 1667, he presented his dissertation on the topic to the Bürgerbibliothek.65 Johann Jakob Wagner, another founding member of the Collegium Insulanum, also donated many of his own writings to the Bürgerbibliothek in the 1670s and 1680s, including the first printed natural history of Switzerland and the handwritten Historia
Bibliothecae Tigurinorum Civicae, the earliest complete history of the Bürgerbibliothek.\(^{66}\) The prevalence of these literary societies and their members in the Bürgerbibliothek as patrons, administrators, and donors demonstrates how the public library was used as an alternative intellectual space for the fostering of new Enlightenment ideas in the sciences and humanities in the latter half of the seventeenth century.

**Conclusion**

On 25 July 1634, the young Hungarian theologians Lásló Mező Szanthai and Mihály Fabi Dobraviczai, two of the few foreign-born students to graduate from the Carolinum in the early seventeenth century, donated the four volumes of the German-Dutch thinker Nicolaus Vedel’s *Arcana Arminianismi*, printed in Leiden between 1632 and 1634, to the Zurich Bürgerbibliothek.\(^{67}\) Like so many of their colleagues at the Carolinum, Szanthai and Dobraviczai proceeded from Zurich to matriculate at the University of Basel, where they defended their theses in 1633 and 1632, respectively.\(^{68}\) It was in Basel that the pair likely met or became aware of Vedel, a former professor of philosophy in Geneva who was also trying for his doctorate at the Swiss university to qualify for a teaching position in Deventer.\(^{69}\) After graduating from Basel, Szanthai and Dobraviczai travelled together back to Hungary, just as so many Zurich natives were similarly expected to come home following their academic success abroad. Dobraviczai can later be found working at the Reformed Collegium in Sárospatak, where Szanthai was also likely active.\(^{70}\) Before returning east, however, the expatriates made a point of returning once more to the city that kickstarted their scholarly careers and share with the citizens of Zurich a taste of the knowledge they had acquired over the course of their personal intellectual journeys.

Szanthai and Dobraviczai’s engagement with the Bürgerbibliothek is evocative of the larger relationship between the Zurich public library and its donors in the seventeenth
century. The *Bibliotheca Tigurinorum civica* was founded to cultivate in earnest the spiritual and scientific education of the citizens of Zurich. The library received considerable local and foreign support in the decade following its founding, with benefactors from a variety of elite professional backgrounds seeing in their donations and patronage of the *Bürgerbibliothek* a means of furthering their own social and political advancement, publicizing their own scholarly work or, as was the case with Szanthai and Dobraviczaí, preserving information on any of a number of topics, traditional or contemporary, they deemed worthy of transmitting to a wider audience.

Although foreign and, to a lesser extent, local interest in the *Bürgerbibliothek* dropped off significantly towards the end of the seventeenth century, the public library remained a cultural mainstay in Zurich through to 1915, when it was amalgamated along with a handful of other libraries in the canton to form the *Zentralbibliothek* *Zurich*. Many of the titles that arrived in the *Bürgerbibliothek* in the early modern period remain in Zurich to this day, including Szanthai and Dobraviczaí’s copy of *Arcana Armianismi*, a lasting monument to the magisterial political and intellectual culture of the city in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Nonetheless, a proper study of the whereabouts of lost books, such as the engraver and printer Matthäus Merian’s gifted edition of his illustrated history of the world, is necessary. 71 Therefore, although the *Bibliotheca Tigurinorum civica* never reached the same levels of renown as some of its more cosmopolitan contemporaries, its librarians and their patrons fulfilled their duties to the citizens of Zurich with diligence and dignity deserving of the words of the poet Balthasar Venator: ‘The honour of Parnassus and the whole of Helicon / belongs either to Zurich or to no place at all’. 72
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